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ABSTRACT

Cognitive values are the charactenstics that are constitutive of
"good" theones, the criteria to whtch we appeal when choosing
among compeang theortes 1 argue that, In order to count as a
cognitive value, a charactenstic must be needed to expiam ac
tually made theory chotces, and its cognitive significance must
be well defended espectally In view of considerations derived
from the objective of sctence A num ber of proposed objectives
of science are entertained, and tt is argued that adopting a par-
ticular objective is dialectically intertwined with commttment to
certain social values Then, the ways in which science is, and is
not value free is explored bnefly, leading to the tdentificanon of
a levei of anal ysis where values may influence theory choice
without causing paradox or threatening the impartiality of
soundly incide scientific judgments

1. Introduction

What counts as a good scientific theory ? What makes a
theory ranonally acceptable? Empincists and rationalists
alike have long thought that sound scientific judgment was
based in its accord with certain rules inductive, deductive,
hypothenco-deductive, formahzable within the calculus of
probability — rival candidates abound, where the rules ei-
ther generate the theory or relate it to empincal data (and
also to other theones) in the appropnate way Rule-bound
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accounts of sound scientific judgment have remamed mired
in apparently mtractable controversy

I wish to explore an alternative approach to the
question of what constitutes sound scientific judgments
This approach analyses rationality in terms of a set of val-
ues ("cognitive values" — cv) rather than a set of rules, and
proposes that sound sciennfic judgment is made in the
course of dialogue within the community of scientists con-
cerning how well a theory, or competing theones, manifests
such values, rather than through individual scientists ap-
plymg an ideal algonthm The approach, which has been
explored thoroughly by (McMullin 1983, 1994, 1996), can
be traced back to a paper by Kuhn, "Objectivity, Value
Judgment and Theory Choice" (Kuhn, 1977), with antici-
pations in his "Postscnpt" to The Structure of Saentific
Revoluttons, where he refers to commitment to such values
as "both deep and constitutive of saence" (Kuhn, 1970,
p 185, my rtalics)

McMullm and Kuhn' distinguish cv from (moral
and social) values2 They are the critena to be satisfied by a
good scientific theory, they are consutuuve values of sei-
ence Scientific theones, of course, are produced, trans-
formed, transmitted and evaluated in the course of scien-
tific practices, which involve the activity of agents in social
institutions, and so involve the expression of vanous val-
ues, and not simply of cv In this paper, I will not discuss
the values expressed in scientific practices and institutions
In order to focus and illustrate my argument, consider the
following short list, the items of which have been consid-
ered cv, at least at some moments In the history of science
empincal adequacy, consistency, simpliaty, fruitfulness,
explanatory power and certainty 3

As m the case of values (Lacey & Schwartz, 1996),
when considering cv there may be reasonable controversy
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about two matters — first about their relative ranlung in
importance (e g, is explanatory power more important
than simplicay ?), and secondly about the adequacy of the
concrete mandestation of a particular value in a given the-
ory, since cv are concretely mandested only more or less
(e g, is Copernican theory sufficiently fruaful in the light
of as weak consistency with the physical theory of its
time?) Thus holding a set of cv in common need not imply
agreement with respect to theory choice Analyzing scien-
tific rationality In terms of cv permas us to recognize that
disagreement within the scientific community is consistent
with the reasonableness of as practices, though it departs
from the ideal (which continues to nourish the pursua of
rule-bound analyses) that reason should point unequivo-
cally to a unique conclusion (Bernstein, 1983)

McMullin maintains that cv are distinct from values
(including the social value of Baconian utility), and that
concretely they may be separated from them sound theory
choice can be reconstructed as responsive only to the cv
What makes a theory a good one, for McMullin, is that it
manifests highly the relevant cv, regardless of the values
that may be expressed in the practices that produced it 4

This paper will address two issues 5

1) How do we settle on a list of cv? What arguments es-
tabhsh that as items are individually necessary, and that
other proposed items should not be on the list ? (Ideally
should we have a list of aems that are jointly sufficient?)

2) Can cv in their concrete embodiments really be sepa-
rated from values?

s
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2. Drawing up the list of cogrutive values

I suggest that, in order to be included on the hst6, an item
should meet two conditions 1) that it be needed to expiam
(under rational reconstruction) theory choices actually
made by the community of scientists, and 2) that its cogni-
tive or rabona' significance be well defended

Cv must carry both explanatory and normative bur-

dens They function in a context that not only makes
genume contact with scientific practice, but also recognizes
that scientific practice is open to rational cnticism and
transformation that is responsive to such cnticism 7

2 1 Criteria used In theory chowe

In drawing up the list of cv, then, the first task is the in-
terpretive one of rationally reconstructing key episodes of
theory choice and controversy m order to discern the cri-
teria that can reasonably be held to have been deployed by
the participants in these episodes Without attempting to
characterize fully the condi-bons for sound interpretative
reconstructions, relevant considerations indude a) the
criteria that scientists, who are innovating or engaged in
controversy, say they are using, b) gaps between their ac-
tual practice and their words (Laudan, 1984), c) the critena
appealed to (as, e g, articulated in text books) in the gen-
eral consolidation of a theory, d) the assent of scientists to
proposed cnteria of theory choice, e) variations and
changes m the criteria across fields, episodes and epochs In
short, the relevant reconstructions will be grounded In de-
tailed interpretive histoncal and sodological studies, and
interaction with the criticai reflections of working seen-
tists McMullin's thought is thoroughly grounded in this
way For this reason, his list — which contams most of the
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viable items in Note 3 — has the nng of plausibility Even
so, 1 suspect that it is not complete enough, and that what
is absent makes a difference

For McMullin the fundamental cogninve value is
empirical adequacy, "the quality of fit between theory and
observation" 8 Looking more closely at this "quality of fit",
it seems to presuppose that both theory and data possess
certain characteristics that provide further items for the list
of cntena that expiam how theory choices are made

These iterns are connected with the indispensable
role that experiment has come to play in modern science Of
course, McMullin knows how important expenment is, but
it gains no explzca mention in hts account Yet I think that
virtually ali working scientists would affirm that, where
applicable, "well tested by expenment" is a pnmary cogni-
tive value Perhaps that is what "empincal adequacy" boils
down to, but McMullin — like the logical empincists before
him — uses the vaguer notion of fit with a particular set of
observational findings, and so — like the logical empincists
— he develops his argument without reference to the fact
that most of the observational findings concern objects in
experimental settmgs, rather than objects in the world of
ordinary expenence 9

In modern science, only observational findmgs with
certam charactenstics are of interest and, in turn, only
theones with related charactenstics are put to observational
test Typically, observational findmgs in the first place de-
senhe (replicable) phenomena generated in the course of
expenmental practices, or related pracnces mvolving inter-
vennons with measunng or perception-extending instru-
ments, and in the second place they report quantitative
(measurable) or, more generally, "physicalistic" properties
and relations of those phenomena Such findings abstract
from the multitude of descriptions that could be given of

7
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the same phenomena if they were to be linked chrectly and
explicitly to human practices and to their place and conse-
quences in social and ecological systems — though one can
easily report inter-subjectively confirmable observational
findings that do not abstract the phenomena from such
linkages (§5, 6, Lacey, 1996a) Thus, the observational
findings of interest iri modern seence typically, though not
always (Lacey, 1996b), involve a two-fold selectivity they are
denved from experimental practices, and they mvolve
physicalistic charactenzations

Relatedly, an overnding constramt upon theones
that typically they deploy only quantitative, mathematical,
physicalistic categones, for only such theones can have the
appropnate "quahty of fit" with the selected observational
findings We expect a good theory to display explanatory
power (and embody other cv) over a wide range of such
observational findings (Lacey, 1986, 1990)

I would clanfy "empincal adequacy", as used by
McMullin and consistent with much saentific practice, to
include exphatly the high salience of findings denved from
experimental and measurement operations, and I would
add an additional criterion "constram theones to deploy
only physicalistic and reductionist categones" The selectiv-
ity of empincal data and the constraint on theones go
hand in hand, mutually backing each other — the combi-
nation I will cal! a "constramt/selection strategy" (c/s strat-
egy), and combining severa! critena I will propose that
"consistency with the matericdzst els strategy", or abbreviated
the "matenalist strategy", is a highly rated cri:ter-Jon of the-
ory choice

Remember, we are still at the level of explaming
how theory choice is madet It remains open to this point
whether the "matenahst strategy" represents a cv or
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whether its prevalence as a cntenon of choice derives from
shared social, or other non-cogninve values

2 2 Justification that a critenon is a cognitive value

I turn now to the question of how to justify that a pro-
posed cntenon is a cv There appear to be four broad kinds
of consideration that bear on this question, denved from
1) a priori theories of knowledge, 2) evolutionary naturalist
(Ellis, 1990) and cognitive psychological theones of knowl-
edge acquisition and assessment, 3) considerations about
the possibility of the proposed cri-teflon being concretely
exemplffied in a theory, 4) whether or not it serves the ob-
jective of science

Considerations of the first kind often sustam the
attempt to ground rule-bound accounts of seentffic ra-
tionality Those of the second kind often support ac-
counts of seentffic rationality as social (Solomon, 1992,
1994) Those of the third kind account for the absence of
certain items from the list, e g, the item I have called "cer-
tainty" (or even "truth") — either of the Anstotelian kind
"necessity" or "intuitive", or the Cartesian "a przon", since
the character of our scientffic practices does not permit the
possibility of recognizing the concrete embodiment of such
a value In this paper, 1 will discuss only considerations of
the fourth kind

When we turn to "the" objective of science, how-
ever, comphcations abound (Laudan, 1984) There is dis-
agreement about the objective of science — even about
whether there is such a thing as "the" objective of seence,
and a pretty intractable disagreement the real-
ism/instrumentalism issue, e g, has been around for cen-
tunes — and, depending on the adopted objective different
lists of cv may be supported Moreover, it is a difficult in-

9
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terpretive task to discern objectives because of gaps be-
tween what people say and what they do, and objectives
may vary with field and epoch Nevertheless, for almost
four centuries, numerous scientists and reahst philosophers
have expressed the objective of science somewhat as fol-
lows

01 The objective to seence is to represent (in rationally
acceptable theories) the structure, process and law
underlymg phenomena, and thence to discover novel
phenomen.a 12

This objective reflects a sense that discovery itself
represents an institutional value of seence It also reflects
an explanatory ideal to expiam causally is to display a
phenomenon as generated from underlymg law, process
and structure Thence, explanation is both reductionist
and materialist, it neither is, e g , teleological, nor need it
be determinist If this is the ob jective of seence, it is easy to
show that most of the items on the list stated above indeed
are cv Making judgments informed by them serves the
objective of seence — and for the same reason, the mate-
rial-1st strategy would appear to represent a cv Indeed, the
materialist strategy seems to inform the interpretation of ali
the other cv (Lacey, 1990) In accordance with this objec-
tive, scientific theory represents ob jects (thmgs, events,
fields, etc ) simply In terms of their structures and compo-
nents interacting with one another accordmg to mathe-
matically formulable laws They are not represented as
bearers of value, or as having a place In human practices
Thus explanatory and predictive power is displayed in
those spaces and concerning those processes where human,
intentional causal influence is not pertment 13 Nothing
follows from this directly about the relevance of theory,
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and the phenomena discovered in the course of scientific
practices, to human practices In general and to the objects
of ordinary experience

Why do we attempt to gam understanding of nat-
ural objects through cognitive practices that abstract them
from the contexts of human practices in general and from
their role in ordmary experience, and from the possibilities
open to them in these contexts ? It makes no sense to say
that, abstracted from human contexts, an object can be
understood for what it "really is" An arrow, e g, really is
an arrow, a cultural object While it remains true that we
can expiam the material and formal aspects of its motion
best by abstracting from human contexts, we will never
understand why it was aimed at a certain target, or the
other things for which it can be used, if we abstract from
its human contexts (Lacey, 1986)

3. Adopting an objective for science

Why adopt the objective, 01 ? Rather than what 7 Since I'm
sticking to a broadly realist perspective, I won't consider
instrumentalist and empiricist alternatives Here is an al-
ternative, one that includes, but is more encompassing
than 01

0 The objective of science is to encapsulate (reliably, In
rationally acceptable theories) possibilities that are
open to a domam of objects, and to discover means
to realize some of the hitherto unrealized possibilities

In formulating 0 this way, I have in mind particu-
larly those possibilities open to an object that can only be
described when we don't abstract from its human, social
and ecological contexts 'The implications of adopting it

11
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would coincide with those of adopting 0 1 when deahng
with spaces in which human agency is not relevant as a
causal factor, so O does not lose contact with what one
may normally think of as scientific practice The most im-
portant departures from 0 1 concern the realm of ordmary
expenence O is motivated by keepmg in the foreground
the question what kinds of systematic empincally-based
understanding ought we seek in order to inform the full
array of human practices ? Adoption of O would not perma
the limaation of relevant observational findings to those
that are selected by the matenalist strategy

Why adopt 01 rather than the more encompassing,
07 Or why has the scientific community largely adopted
01 rather than 07 I can think of four (not mutually exclu-
sive) answers (elaborated in Lacey, 1996b)

1) Appeal to matenahst metaphysics — then (in the
long run) O would reduce to 01

2) Bacoman utility what sort of knowledge serves to
inform our core pracncal projects, those in which we wish
to exerase control over natural objects? Elsewhere (Lacey,
1990, 1996b) I have argued that it is knowledge gamed un-
der the matenalist strategy So, we might adopt 01 because
it helps to Identity the possibilmes of control and the
means to realize some of these possibilities

3) Appeal to the sheer interest of the positive out-
comes of adopting 01 , combined with the virtual certainty
of the further success of the practices linked with a — the
mtellectual mterest of established theones and the satisfac-
non of discovenng more of what I will call the "material
possibilities" of nature Even if these outcomes typically
also serve the mterests of Bacoman unhty (and even if so-
cial instautions support them largely for this reason), the
grounds for adoptmg 0 1 (mtellectual mterest) can be sepa-
rated from Baconian utility This da= might be remforced
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by appeal to the neutrality of theoretical proposals, thus
keeping moral and social values (like the control of nature)
values apart from the adoption of the objective, 0, 14 The
intellectual interest of the outcomes of practices that serve
to realize it provides a positive reason to adopt 0 1 , or at
least to consider it worthy of adoption But it does not
provide a reason not to adopt 0, where it goes beyond 01
or where it leads to exploring some of the possibilities of
things that are not induded among their material possi-
Umes (see §5 1), even if the exploration of these possibili-
nes might require material and social conditions that
would imply restricting the scope of Ortype investigation
The latter might have greater intellectual interest, at least
for some investigators Given this, 3) gams as force by be-
ing combined with

4) There are no well established practices and in-
stitutions supporting research instigated by 0, msofar as O
goes beyond 0 1 01 is adopted in effect because there are
no known viable alternative ways to follow O — "it's the
only game in town" 15

In the articulations of the tradition of modern sci-
ence, I think that the adopnon of 0 1 is usually linked with
some version of the combination of the third and fourth
answers However, I am not convinced that it suffices to
separate the mtellectual interest of theoretical proposals
from the interests of Baconian utility If this is so, then it
would follow that in concrete embodiment the cv cannot be
separated from a social value Where does this leave the
question of whether or not the matenalist strategy is a cv?
Certainly it is a criterion of theory choice and, given 0 1 , it
ought to be Perhaps, however, it should be seen not as an
additional cv , but rather as an overarching condition that
frames the interpretation of the CV (Lacey, 1990) — a con-
dition rendered necessary either by the general features of
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the chosen object of interest for saence, or by the interest
of Bacoman utility to explore only the material possibilities
of things (§7)

Looked at In this way, the matenalist strategy is a
cntenon of theory choice In virtue of the interest In un-
derlying structure, process and law and In the material
possibilines of things 16 That interest, and the values that
reinforce it, have no implications regarding the specific
theoretical proposals investigated and confirmed, and re-
garding the concrete material possibilines that are encapsu-
lated (The items on the appropnate hst of cv sort out such
specifics ) Indeed, no values could have imphcations in re-
gard to these matters Different values, however, could lead
to interest in different (more encompassing or intersecting)
classes of possibilities, the investigation of which might
require els strateges other than the matenalist one (§6)
There is nothmg paradoxical about that The absence of an
alternative "scientific game" In contemporary universities
and research institutions might reflect only that currently
hegemonic values have ensured that the necessary material
and social conditions for development have been demed
(whether con.sciously or through structurally maintamed
mechamsms) to alternatives that reflect different eis strate-
gies The "only game In town" argument is not value neu-
tral, if the lack of alternatives is a consequence of denying
the condinons necessary for an alternative to develop

4. An electtve affnuty between sclence (following
0 1) and Bacoman control

The mtellectual interest of sansfying 0 1 can be distinguished

from the practical interest of Baconian control, to expand
our capaaty to exeruse control over nature, and to exerase
control in a way that is not subordinate to the interests of
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other social values (Lacey, 1996b) Not every well con-
firmed theoretical hypothesis leads (or can lead) to practical
applications, and most deep theoretical hypotheses provide
understanding of some phenomena that do not belong to
either technological or experimental spaces (the spaces In
which, paradigmatically, we exercise control over natural
objects) Conversely, not every technological innovanon
reflects applied scientific theones Nevertheless, and consis-
tent with what I have just affirmed, given our scientific prac-
tices, sansfying the intellectual interest of 0 1 will serve the
interest of Baconian control, and the expanse of the pos-
sibilities of Baconian control is severely limited if unin-
formed by the theorencal proposals generated in accor-
dance with 01

There is a deep “elective affinity", if I may borrow
Max Weber's term from another context (Weber, 1946),
between adopting 0 1 and the pursuit of Baconian control
The affinay is deepened when adopta-1g 0 1 is grounded In
matenalist metaphysics, for this metaphysics affirms that
the world "really is" such that ali the entales In it are fully
charactenzed by matenalist propernes and relanons, so that
— in principie — acting on 01 could give us a complete
account of the world Then 0 1 plays an Kleological role In
legaimating the preemmence of control as the human
stance towards nature At the same time, the hegemony of
instautions and pracnces which embody Baconian control,
and the dominant role they play in our lives, often dull our
sensibihty to the dam or even the intelligibility of modes
of understanding that cannot be analyzed In matenalist
and reductionist ways

Adopting 0 1 does not have to be grounded in ma-
tenalist metaphysics While it stimulates seeking for pro-
posais about underlying law, process and structure, rt does
not have to imply that we can understand ali phenomena
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in terms of their being so generated However, even when
it is not grounded in matenalist metaphysics, the elective
affinay remams deep, and exhibits at least the followmg
dimensions 1) a dialectic of theoretical and technological
developments, 2) scientific research requires material con-
ditions (equipment, instruments, etc) that are a product of
advanced technology, and social conditions that derive
from institutions that essentially link technological and
economic development, 3) theones developed under the
matenalist strategy, that mandest the cv to a high degree,
also tend to manifest the value "successfully applied in
technological pracnce", 4) experimental practices provide
exemplary instances of control, 5) concepts denved In the
course of experimental practices serve for theones that
provide understanding of spaces where relevant human
agency is lacking The language of theory — even in cos-
mology — cannot be traced to correspondence between
concepts and attnbutes of things, but to its ongin in ex-
perimental pracnces 17

5. In what ways is science value free?

The elective affinity that I have pomted to between adopt-
ing 01 and the pursuit of Baconian control leads us to re-
think in novel ways the view that science is or ought to be
value free, and even the view that value freedom is an
ideal 18

I take the common view of value freedom to involve
three (idealized) theses — imparnality, autonomy and neu-
trality — which I summanze as follows 19 Impartiallty sound
scentific judgments, about the "acceptance" of a theory
with respect to a given domam, rests solely upon consid-
erations of how fully the cv are manifested in the theory
(in light of the available empincal data and other accepted
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theones) — regardless of how the theory may accord with
or serve the mterests of any value perspective 20 Autonomy
agendas of scientific inquiry tend to reflect the interest of
the scientific community In establishing more and better
proposals about which theones manifest the cv to a high
degree, and discovenng novel phenomena that will further
this interest Neutrality except in the case that a well con-
firmed theoretical proposal contradicts a presupposition of
a value (or cultural) perspective, scientific proposals neither
support nor undermine any particular value perspective,
and — in principie — can be apphed within any value per-
specnve 21

Impartiality, I think, can be preserved For the sake
of clanty, however, a is important to lughlight that it is a
thesis pertaming to acceptmg a theory of a domam or do-
mains of phenomena (Note 20) A "good" (acceptable) the-
ory encapsulates possibilites of objects (and explams their
features and behavior) in a domam, which is specified by
certam boundary conditions or by a certam mode of de-
scnption, a does not Identity ali their possibilites The els
strateges, under which the theory was developed, express
the general features of the class of possibilites that can be
encapsulated in it Under the matenalist strategy, e g, an
acceptable theory encapsulates the material possibilites of
things, those that can be charactenzed as generable from
the underlying law, structure and process of things, it also
provides comprehensive understanding of phenomena of
many spaces defined by boundary conditions which obtain
where human causal agency is not relevant Values are still
pervadmg the scene, but only to lay out what features of
the spaces and what possibilites are of interest, not what
the concrete possibilites are Values are relevant to answer-
ing Why was a theory of this kmd entertamed, generated
and developed? (Why were the c/s strateges adopted?) But
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they (and the fact that rt ftts the strategies) play no proper
role in answering Why was this theory accepted ? In the
case of the materialist strategies, we can say that the cv —
interpreted in the light of such values as Baconian control
(Note 27) — suffice to expiam sound seentffic judgments
(under 01) I think that this remains an important ideal
(often departed from in fact)

If I am right that seentffic inquiry is framed by c/s
strateges, and that these are adopted partly in the light of
value considerations, then autonomy cannot be defended in
general And even if rt is considered to apply only within
the framework of particular c/s strateges, rt faces severe
problems Within the materialist strategies, e g, which may
be thought to be the important case, I suggest impression-
istically that relatively 'tule on current research agendas frts
with it I will risk a generalization insofar as research — call
it "fundamental research" — is aiming towards establishing
more and better proposals about underlying structure,
process and law, autonomy holds within tolerable hmits As
I stated 0 1 , the objective includes deploymg theory to Is-
cover novel phenomena Autonomy highlights those novel
phenomena that themselves lead us to deeper insights into
underlying law, process and structure But, often, the quest
for novel phenomena as such — any novel phenomena
that we can come up with using the results of fundamental
research — is seen as following 0 1 Much contemporary
research is the quest for novel phenomena of interest to
non-seentffic institutions, e g, the military, agribusiness,
and the electronics and pharmaceutical industries (This is
fleshing out some of the elective affinay referred to in §4)
But seentists tend to treat the phenomena In abstraction
from this social context, in their own minds they are sim-
ply following 0 1 That doing so is also serving special inter-
ests is seen as having nothing to do with the suence And
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(in accord with /mpartial/ty) it does have nothmg to do with
making sound judgments about what are the material pos-
sibilites of things Nevertheless, the mterest in the discoy-
ery of most of these phenomena, and hence the direction of
the research, comes not from contnbution to fundamental
research but from the values and interests of powerful insti-
tutions 22

Neutrality seems to me to be simply false — unless
one qualifies it in what amounts to being a paradoxical way
That qualification is, In bnef, that established theoretical
proposals can in principie be applied within any value
framework, provided that the framework indudes the value
of the preemmence of Bacoman control, or that it endorses
that control is the charactenstic human stance towards
nature The paradox here is seldom noticed, I beheve be-
cause that control — as distinct from attunement, har-
mony, or whatever relationship might serve one's priori-
tized social values — in the characteristic human stance
towards nature is deep in modernity's self-understanding,
deeply embodied in hegemonic productive practices and an
integral part of mainstream International economic devei-
opment objectives (Lacey, 1986, 1996a) Then, that neutral-
rty implies accord with this value seems almost self-evident
Yet it does remam paradoxical I don't think that, even in
principie, neutrality can be approached in the ideal Scien-
tific discovenes of novel phenomena, I aiready daimed,
tend to serve certam special mterests, they cannot charac-
tenstically be applied in ali value frameworks (Note 21) 23

5.1 An example of the lack of neutraltty research on
the seed

19

Consider as an example the "green revolution" (Lewontin,
1991, Shiva, 1991a) Put in a very sketchy form, the green
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revolution is based on the following phenomenon two
low-yielding varieties of wheat (or other crop) may be pro-
duced in isolation, and from them may be produced hybnd
seeds that produce high-yielding plants, with yields very
much greater than those obtained from plants that are
grown from regular field-fertilized seeds (lhe low-yielding
"pure" vaneties are obtained by tnal and error separation
out from field-fertilized seeds ) The phenomenon is real,
and its celebrated applications have been widely acclaimed
These applications, however, require certain conditions
the planting of relatively large tracts of land, mechaniza-
tion, high inputs of water, fertilizers, pesticides, etc , which
have generated consequences such as flight to the caies,
unemployment, social disruption, pollution, soa deteriora-
tion and ecological devastation That is, the applications
could not serve and indeed undermined the social values of
social and ecological stability

Moreover, the seed has become in large measure a
commodit? (rather than a biological entay generated each
year as part of the crop, with only occasional need to buy
new seed), and third world agnculture has become more
inserted into the International economy in ways that serve
the special interests of agnbusiness, a sector of landowners
and some related industries, the bearers of the value of Ba-
conian. control lhe application has served some values but
not others, and it cannot be made to serve both In re-
sponse a will be said, no doubt, that the sctentific applica-
tion did not contnbute to undermine the old value frame-
work, rather, that framework tuas no longer viable as maru-
fested by widespread hunger Alleviating hunger, pre-
sumably a shared value among the relevant parties, could
only be satisfied with the new arrangements, a view rem-
forced by the conviction of the pre-eminence of control
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Shiva (an Indian ecofeminist, physicist, philosopher)
points out that while the Green Revolution has provided
conditions for many more people to be fed, it has also pro-
duced a redistribution of the hungry And Lewontin asserts
that the hybnd seeds were not necessary to produce the
higher yields According to the same underlying genetic
theory that informed the hybrid seed research, Lewontin
maintains, comparable yields could be obtained from ap-
propnately selected "pure" (non-hybrid) vaneties — and
used in ways more compatible with social and ecological
stability, but of little benefit to the agents of
"modernization" Yet virtually no research has been under-
taken to =prove the selection of "pure" vaneties of seeds
From the perspective of 0 1 , research either on the hybnd
or the "pure" vaneties is "equally scientific", but only one
research program has been effectively followed Such epi-
sodes illustrate that neutrality (and also autonomy) do not
charactenze much of the research under 0 1 25 More gener-
ally, theones are especially attuned to be applted in projects
shaped by the values that are dialectically linked with the
cis strategies under which they have been developed

6. Why not adopt O?

I asked why adopt 0 1 rather than the more encompassing
O I said, but did not elaborate, that my formulation of O
was motivated by the question what kinds of systematic,
empincally-based understanding ought we seek in order to
inform the full array of human practices, or more modestly,
in order to inform the array of human practices responsive
to one's social values?

The example (§5 1) can help to illustrate why we
might adopt 0, rather than hmit our compass to 0 1 , or
adopt alternanve cis strateges to which research that foi-

21
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lows 01 becomes subordinate If one's value perspective
includes the Baconian pre-eminence of control in the way
descnbed, then one will adopt 0 1 The point of 0 will be
apparent to those whose social values make them critics of
the preeminence of control, where the crincs maintain that
the embodiments of Baconian control require practices and
institutions that can only be maintained In an economic
order which inherently has undesirable consequences e g,
unacceptable inequahnes, patnarchal relations, alienated
labor, dass-based relations of domination Thus, such cr .a-
ics will ask how shall we interact with nature so as to serve
the coming to be of an alternative social order, which (e g)
embodies a different view of social Justice, or which serves
the values of social and ecological stability ? For this end,
what will be the charactenstic way — or more likely, ways
— of interacting with nature 7 What kind of strategies
(alternative to the matenalist strategy, or to which the ma-
tenabst strategy is to be subordinated) should be brought
to bear in order to gain empincally grounded knowledge
that would serve that end7 There can be interesting =-
tures of premodern and postmodern answers to these ques-
tions, many who pose questions like these (e g, Shiva,
1991a, 1993a, and references in Lacey, 1996a) have pointed
to the contemporary salience of traditional agncultural
knowledge (e g, in India, in the Andes, In the Amazon
region), knowledge which is neither reductionist nor con-
strained by the matenalist strategy

In our example, holding the value of maintaining
social and ecological stability, one would focus 0 1 -type re-
search upon the possibihty of high-yield "pure" vanenes It
would explicitly direct research efforts In this way because
one had also investigated the social context and conse-
quences of vanous potennal applications of research on the
seed Looked at in this way, 0-type research would involve
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the investigation of social possibilities in the context of 01-
type research, and point 01 -type research in a given (value-
laden) chrection It would also make the criticai pomt that
mainstream 0 1 -type research was pointing the research in a
different (value-laden) direction

But it is not obvious to me that the biological (and
the material) can always be demarcated from the social in
this way — where social inquiry complements and parnally
directs the biological inquiry, but where the biological pos-
sibihnes are discerned only in relation to the fundamental
underlying genetic theory Sometimes there may be such a
profound tnteraction between "natural" and social vanables
that an adequate encapsulation of possibilities could not
derive from research that draws upon the abstractions into
the standard disciplines In another of Lewontin's examples
(Lewonnn, 1991), on the causation of tuberculosis, he pres-
ents such an interactionist account So, minimaily, adopt-
ing O leads to a ncher interdisaphnary approach, but
also opens up the possibility that we may need to address
certain questions In ways that cut across the standard dis-
aplinary lines

This leads me to ask can even the material
of spaces be explored and charted generally when

one abstracts from the social arrangements and practices
that shape those spaces ? Might it not be that new social
arrangements would bnng about hitherto unthought of
material relations and phenomena — following from the
possibility that the complexity and subtlety of social ar-
rangements supervenes on a degree of matenal complexity
which lies beyond our powers to capture with the material-
ist strategy?

Adopting O leads to asking such questions, but O
is too general to provide any concrete direction to research
endeavors Research presupposes a framework provided by
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a cis strategy We might consider 0 1 the objective of an
approach to science, the approach that proceeds under the
matenalist strategy, one — I have argued — that bears elec-
tive affinity to the value of Baconian control 0 1 provides
one concrete way to follow O Another approach might
have the objective, 02 To encapsulate (reliably, in ration-
ally acceptable theones, or systematically organized boches
of knowledge) possibilites that are available to human in-
teraction with a domam of objects [in our example, objects
interacted with in agncultural practices] that could serve to
strengthen the manifestation of the value of social and
ecological stability, and to discover means to realize some
of the hitherto unrealized possibilites 2'

One cannot adopt O in the same way that one may
adopt 01 , 02, etc To adopt O is to recognize that the
adoption of a particular approach needs justffication that
cann.ot be provided by arguments based in the cv alone, to
recogmze that we must answer Why 0, rather than 0/ It
might seem that to adopt O would be to legitimate any
approach (that produces theones that manifest the cv to a
high degree), to encourage a multiplicity and diversity of
approaches for the sake of gaming access to many and di-
verse possibilites, and to treat different approaches as
complementary to one another Abstractly, that makes
sense In context, however, approaches, such as 0 1 and 02,
compete, for research within any one approach requires
material and social conditions, which may be available only
under a particular organization of socety Moreover, the
realization of one dass of possibilites (e g, a large array of
novel material possibilites) may preclude the realization of
others (e g, those consistent with social and ecological
stability) m the same place at the same time In context, rt
may not be possible for two approaches to develop together
with independent dynamics, rendering non-viable the ideal
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of identifying ali the possibilities of nature or ali those open
to human practice Where there is this contextuai incom-
patibihty, one approach may come to play a subordinate
role within another I think that any approach that is

today will have to permit at least a subordmate piace
for the approach 01 (Note 25) That is because pracnces of
the control of nature (though not necessanly practices in-
volving unsubordmated and expanded exercise of control)
are present within any value perspective, and because the
world of our lived expenence contams phenomena (that
cannot be avoided) that are well grasped in theones de-
veloped under the matenalist strategy (Lacey, 1986) But
that is not an argument to adopt 0 1 rather than another
approach that may have affinities with one's values

7. A general picture

In conclusion, I will attempt to sum up the argument in a
general picture that delmeates how cv and values play their
respective roles in the processes whereby we come to accept
scientific theones

There are leveis of selection involved in making
theory choices At one levei c/s strategies play a role They
serve to elimmate, even from provisional consideration,
theones that do not fit the constraints They function

not necessanly temporally) first In principie,
with respect to a given domam of phenomena, an array of
incompatible theones will fit the constramts, the play of
the c/s strategies is insufficient to determine which theory
to accept (fourth sense of "accept", Note 20) Then
(logically) at the second levei, from this array one of the
theones may be accepted Here, the piay of the cv, in the
light of the empincal data and other accepted theones that
are available, is decisive
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When choosing theones, there are two significant
questions to consider

1) What charactenstics must theones have to even be
provisionally considered7

2) Which (1f any) of the theones, with these charactens-
tics, is to be accepted7

One's adopted cis strategies are key to answering 1)
To answer (2), we need to Identity the appropnate &item
that an accepted theory, under the strategies, must satisfy
According to nnpartialay, the cv are those cntena 27 At the
levei of concrete theory choice only the cv properly play a
role 28 This is consistent with values playmg a role, not
alongside the cv but at the levei of where the cls strategies
function, interacting dialectically with the strategies Cis
strategies are adopted because of interest, typically denved
from values, in the possibilities that may be encapsulated in
theones constructed and consolidated under the strategies
The strategies, as it were, lay out the general features of the
possibilities of interest A properly accepted theory encap-
sulates the concrete possibilines

One may adopt c/s strateges, then, because of their
relationship to one's values, the possibilines that one hopes
to encapsulate are those that may inform one's moral and
social projects That does not mean (always or even typi-
cally) that one 61mi-iates from consideration theones that
do not fit the strategies because one beheves that they are
false, but rather because they do not provide a means to
identifying the possibilities of interest Adopting a particu-
lar strategy does (and can) not commit one to the truth of
any theory, rather it frames the quest to construct and
consohdate theones of certain kinds — but it provides no
guarantees that the quest will be successful Not ali strate-
gies are like the matenalist strategy, such that the world
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lends rtself to reveahng certain of as possibilities (that can
be realized through our interactions with a) in the course
of research under them Persistent failure to develop theo-
nes, which manifest the cv to a high degree, under given
strategies is (ceteris paribus) a deesive ground to abandon
those strategies Thus, the adoption of strategies is not only
linked dialectically with values, but also is under long-term
empincal constramt "

A theory is properly accepted (rationally beheved to
encapsulate the possibilities) of a domam only if it mani-
fests the cv to a high degree accordmg to the highest stan-
dards (Lacey, 1996c, in progress) for assessing the degree of
manifestation of the cv in theones The values, that make
these possibilities mterestmg and that may motivate the
provisional entertamment of theones that fit the cis strate-
gies dialectically linked with the values, play no role m
such judgments of acceptance ("Fact" is not being denved
from value, even though in concrete embodiment the cv
and the values are inseparably manifested ) The values do
not function alongside the values The distinction of leveis
is methodologically and logically essential
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Notes

* Presented at III Encontro de Filosofia Analitica, Universidade
Federal de Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, S C , September 19,
1995 An earher version was presented at a symposium, "Val-ues
In Science", in response to a paper by Ernan McMullin, Greater
Philadelphia Philosophy Consortium, La Salle University,
September 17, 1994 More recent discussions at The University
of Melbourne (March-May, 1996), Universidade de São Paulo
(August-October, 1996), Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina
(October, 1996) and elsewhere have helped to darify parts of the
argument I acknowledge particularly the contributions of
Howard Sankey, Otavio Bueno, Eduardo Barra and Lynn
Nelson
1 ,, ,(mcMullin and Hempel 1983) refer to "epistemic values" or
((epistemic virtues" rather than "cv" (Longino 1990) refers to cv
as "constrtutive" as distmct from "contextuar values of science
She also raises the question of whether the constrtutive values —
those properly invoked when theory choices are being made —
may mdude certam social values, In addition to cv More
recently, she has questioned whether there is a clear distinction
between cognitive and other values (Longino, 1995) (Laudan
1984) provides an extensive account of the grounds for rationally
adoptmg cv, and (Bernstem 1983) discusses Kuhn's views on cv
in depth and with subtlety, paying attention to exactly what is
mvolved in the rule/value contrast
2 Where "values" is unqualified in the text, it will mean "non-
cognitive values", usually "moral and social values"
3 The following is a more extensive, but still mcomplete hst
(drawn from a wide variety of sources) of cv that play a role (or,
in the history of suence have played a role) in the evaluation of
scientffic theories Clearly not all of them can be affirmed
together, some of them are no longer viable, and some of them
are disputed In this paper I do not attempt to settle on a
definitive list
1) Emptrical adequacy

Does the theory "fit" the available data? Does rt exhibit
predictive power among them ? Is it empirically testable? Is it
falsffiable? Is rt highly vulnerable to falsffication ? Can rts re-
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lationship with them be arriculated in terms of inductive rules 7 —
so that its posas contam no "hypothetical" terms (Newton) 7 Is a
rich in informational content about a sigmficant (and expanding)
array of empirical phenomena (Bueno, 1996)7

a) Intersubjective acceptance of the data
b) Primacy of experimental and quantitative data
c) Importance of data which reflect the richness, complexity

and variation of ordmary experience
d) Have the data been collected m the light of (1) their being

representative of the potentially available data, (n) their relevance
to potential falsifica-Km of the theory, (m) their relevance to
putting the theory into criticai compention with alternative
theories, (w) their relevance to defining clearly the limas of
apphcation of the theory7

e) Accuracy of data, premien
f) Does the theory frt with the unrefuted content of earher

theories7
2) Co nustency

a) Within the theory ttself
b) With other accepted theories, "consonance" (McMulhn,

1994)
c) With prevailing views about the general nature of the

object of inquiry (paradigms, research programs, research
traditions)
3) SimplicIty

a) Harmony, elegance, parsimony, economy
b) Conceptual claray, clearness and distinctness (Descar-tes),

formalizability, intelligibility
c) Absence of ad hoc features (see Lakatos, 1978, on various

senses of "ad hoc"), "coherence" (McMullin, 1994)
d) Effiaent in use

4) Fruttfulness (fertillty, fecunchty)
a) Generate new questions
b) Open new research programs
c) Occasion the discovery of novel phenomena, prediction
d) Solve puzzles (Kuhn), open to extensions enabhng prob-

lems to be solved (McMulhn,1994)
e) Anticipate novel possibilities (Lacey, 1996c)
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O Utility — pracncal, technological, "prediction and control"

5) Explanatory power
a) Provide explananons of phenomena m a wide array of

domams, depth (Bhaskar, 1986)
b) Unify a diverse range of phenomena, and of other theones,

consilience" (McMulhn, 1994, interpreting Whewell)
c) Provide access to the underlymg law, process and structure

of phenomena
d) Account for ali the aspects and dimensions, ali the causes

and effects of phenomena, responsive to their particulanty,
concreteness and umqueness (Anstotle)

e) Enable the construcnon of a narrative that accounts for
what is unsound and what is sound in antecedent theones
(MacIntyre, 1977)
6) Truth, certamty

a) Known truth of fundamental principies
b) Necessity, self-evidence, mdisputability, a priori character
c) Deductive structure of theory
d) Verisimilitude (Popper)

The cv (qualmes and relations of sciennfic theones and
empincal data) should not be confused with the "scientific
virtues", qualines of scientists that are supposedly nurtured and
depended upon m scientific pracnces e g, objectivity,
detachment, integrity, honesty, open-mmded, humble m the face
of the evidence, etc These virtues are often appealed to in
defenses of autonomy (§5)

See also Note 20 for further danfication
4 This formulation permits a constructive pragmatic role for non-
cogninve values m the formanon and consolidation of a theory
Moreover, it cannot exclude the possibility that m actual fact a
non-cogninve value (overtly or covertly) may expiam why there
is agreement m the sciennfic commumty, on a particular theory
(In the latter case, of course, rt dernes that agreement is soundly
based ) Thus, McMulhn would be entirely sympathenc, e g, to
those efforts by femimst philosophers of science to uncover male
"bias" In the support of certain theones in biology and
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psychology (e g, Longmo, 1990), but he would resist the
necessity of replacing such "bias" by another "bias", except
perhaps as a motive to investigate an alternartve hypothesis He
also recognizes the phenomenon of the under-determination of
theory by empincal data, and that m the situation where
underdeterrnmation is vast the only way at present to select
among compenng theones may be through use of non-cognitive
values — but, then, the selection is provisional and for the sake
of mvestigation, it cannot lead to sound theory choice if only
hypotheses selected m the hght of those values are mvesngated
The thesis (Impartiality, , §5 below) that "sound theory choice can
be reconstructed as response only to the cv" represents a value
and not necessanly a fact, it funcnons as an ideal or aspiranon
about chuces of seentific theones, that can be manifested m the
case of actual theory choices more or less
5 I develop my argument within a broadly seentific reahst
framework The thrust of my conclusion does not depend on
this, and could easily be rearticulated to address any vanety of
empmast perspectives I am domg this because McMullm's work
is my point of departure, and my disagreements with him are not
connected with his espousal of seentific reahsm For a detailed
and compellmg discussion of the cogninve value of "empmcal
adequacy" (and also "nch in informational content of empincal
phenomena") m the context of construcnve empinesm, see
(Bueno 1996)
6 The list, and relative ranking of cv, may vary with seentific
discipline, smce the criteria that a good saennfic theory must
sansfy, and their interpretations (Lacey, 1990), may vary with the
character of the phenomena with which a theory is dealing See
(Lacey 1991, 1992) for some discussion of critena of theory
choice in the social saences, where mterprenve methodology is
used See also Note 27
7 The burdens must be carned in the long run by the scientific
community, short term or individual departures may prag-
matically serve the mterests of saence (Solomon, 1992, 1994,
Feyerabend, 1975)
8 McMulhn proposes that the cv — other than "empincal ade-
quacy" — which he calls complementary to it, can be classified
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mto three categones a) internai cv, including, e g , items 2a and
3 in the list in Note 3, contextuai cv, e g, itens 2b and c, and
c) diachroruc cv, those which are expected to be more fully
mamfested with the passage of time, e g , rtems 4 and 5
9 McMulhn says "theory is created In the first place to account
for a particular set of observanonal findings " Yes — and many
observational findings penam to phenomena that were created
or smgled out for observation for the sake of testmg theones
10 Laudan has proposed that the idennficanon and adopnon of
cv can be rationally reconstructed in terms of a "renculated
moder, which (paraphrased imo my termmology) mvolves two-
way interactions between each pair of the tnad {theones, sci-
entffic practices, cv} (Laudan, 1984, p 63) E g, cv "justify"
scientffic pracnces, and scientffic pracnces "exhibit the reahz-
ability" of the cv, and theones (chosen in the course of saentffic
pracnces) and cv "must harmonize" My account, in requinng
that cv be cntena of theory choice actually used in sciennfic
pracnce and in mcludmg the third consideranon, incorporates
Laudan' s
Hm account, however, does not distmguish between cv and cls

strategtes, and does not involve significantly my fourth
consideration At times, he seems (his termmology is somewhat
shpperyl) to hold that the objective of suence simply is to gam
theones that mandest highly the cv that are currently adopted In
suentific practice
11 It is farly typical to adopt "consistency" as a cogninve value on
the basis of a priori consideranons This has been challenged by
(da Costa &_ Bueno 1996), who mamtain that only
"nontnviality" (not ali statements well formed with the categones
of a theory be affirmed in the theory) can be defended in this
way
(Hempel 1983) maintams that, In order to be considered a cv, an
item must be open to "objective" appraisal (cf Bernstem, 1983),
and (Popper 1959) that it must play a role with respect to the
severe crincism of a theory
12 Histoncally earher formulations have budt m such tougher
restncnons as mechamsm and determmism
13 Initial and boundary condinons may be the product of human
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acnon, and final condmons may have human consequences,
then, the realm of relevance of theory is what happens between
the minai condmons, charactenzed matenahstically — under the
boundary condmons, charactenzed matenalistically — and the
final condmons, charactenzed matenahstically
14 One might even make a gesture In the direction of the mo-
tivation behmd O by acknowledgmg that natural saence cannot
get at ali the possibilmes of objects, but only the material
possibilmes, and then pomt to the role of other disciplines
soaology, economics, ecology, etc for discermng possibilines
under different condmons Given 0, there would need to be
further argument that the material possibilmes can be appro-
pnately demarcated in this way from the full range of possibilities
(§6)
15 Hempel, in a somewhat different way to Laudan (Note 10),
expresses the view that the objective of saence is to gam theones
that manifest Mghly the cv He proposes (Hempel, 1983, p 91)
that the objective of saence may be put as "seeking to formulate
an increasingly comprehensive, systematically orgamzed
worldview that is explanatory and predictive" Then he goes on
to suggest that adopting a smtable set of cv may be regarded as
"attempts to articulate this concept somewhat more fully and
exphatly" In this way to parnapate m pracnces m a quest for
products that more fully mamfest the cv becomes in effect the
objective, the cv define the objective of saence, rather than gam
justification from te

Such a view might be reinforced by Putnam's arguments
(Putnam 1981, 1990) that the activines and virtues involved m
gaming knowledge are partly constitunve of human flounshmg
Then, we adopt 0 1 for want of alternative ways to gam knowl-
edge (theones that mandest the cv highly) systemancally Such a
view is also reflected In Kuhn's analysis that histoncally an old
raracligm has (must have?) a umque successor
6 Where I use the terna "underlymg structure, process and law",

McMullin uses "causal structure of the natural world" I resist his
termmology The causal structure of the natural world is not
confined to underlymg structure, process and law Material
objects constitute an integral part of the world of ordmary
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expenence, and in our world of ordmary expenence many of
these objects are technological objects, so that it is part of their
causal structure that they play roles in human projects and social
institutions Values that conflict with Bacoman control, if
manifested to a significant degree, can lead (causally) to a
different causal structure for the material objects of the world of
ordmary expenence
17 The argument of this section has been developed in much
greater detail in Lacey 1996b
18 By "value" here I mean "non-cognitive value" Cf Note 2
19 Precise statements and detailed crincism of these three theses
are offered in Lacey (in progress) See also Lacey 1996b, 1996c
20 "To accept (choose) a theory, T" has vanous senses I dis-
tinguish (Lacey, 1996c, in progress) the followmg
1)to provisionally entertam T,
2) to commit to a research agenda framed by T,
3) to endorse that T is better confirmed than available
4) to endorse that T is properly placed in the stock of knowledge
or of rationally acceptable behefs, or of rtems that (accordmg to
available methodological canons) require no further investiganon
(smce further investiganon would mvolve only additional
replication of what has been many times replicated),
5) to adopt T, to apply it in pracnce

In impartzalzty, as I have stated it, "accept" is used m the
fourth sense, concernmg which acceptance of T is always ac-
ceptance of T of a particular domam ar domains, D T is accepted
of D

Clearly, zmparttalzty does not apply concerning senses 1), 2)
and 5) of "accept Values play important roles m the pracnce and
application of science The view that science is value free does
not deny this obvious fact

The list of cv laid out m Note 3 has been constructed havmg
m mmd what should be the charactenstics of a theory to be
accepted in sense 4) If we have m mmd senses 1) and 2) — and
thus thmk of the role of theones in the conduct of research, as
distmct from which theones we accept at the "end" of a research
episode — other "cvns might be added to the hst, and become
highly rated e g , plausibility (Bhaskar, 1986), novelty (Longmo,
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1995), able to expiam the hitherto unexplamed (Kncher, 1993)
Note also that some of the rtems on the list (e g , fruitfulness)

might be considered to be "values" that ought to charactenze cis
strateges rather than, or as well as, theones
21 In this statement of neutrality, "support" and "undermme" can
be given logical or causal interpretai-Dons In Lacey 1996c (in
progress) 1 develop several different (logically mdependent)
verstons of neutral ity, correspondmg to these different interpreta-
tio ris
22 Such phenomena can become the focus for further funda-
mental research — and, thus, the speaal interests which they
serve may get their mark mserted into fundamental research
This is worth further investigation
23 The argument of §5 1 and 6 is developed more fully In Lacey
1996a
24 The potennal of the seed to become a commodity cannot be
represented in theones generated under the matenahst strategy,
for rt mvolves abstractmg from the seed's place in a system of
social relanons Shiva has developed this pomt m interesting
ways, e g

"The commodinsed seed is ecologically mcomplete and
ruptured at two leveis 1) It does not reproduce itself, while by
definition, seed is a regenerative resource Genenc resources are
thus, through [bio]technology, transformed Int ° a non-renewable
resource (2) It does not produce by itself It needs the help of
mputs to produce As the seed and the chemical comparnes
merge, the dependence on mputs will mcrease, not decrease And
ecologically, whether a chemical is added externally or internally,
it remams an externai mput in the ecological cycle of the
reproduction of seed "
(Shiva, 1993a, p 144 Cf, Shiva, 1991b, 1993b)
25 There is a weaker thesis of neutrality within every value
(cultural) perspective there are pracnces that could be "improved"
through access to theorencal understandmg (NOT any
confirmed scientific proposal can, in principie, be applied in any
value perspective !) 1 thmk that this weaker thesis can be
sustamed (Lacey, in progress) Thus, even if one adopts a version
of O that goes beyond or is skewed to O h it will encompass some
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research governed by O i but subordmate to appropnate social
constraints

Clearly a large class of approaches could be generated by
making appropnate substautions in 0 2 (Lacey, in progress) This
point reflects " the possible ways that a thmg can be depends
upon the configuration of practices within which they become
mamfest" (Rouse, 1987, pp 160-161)

I think that the best of recent femmist (e g, Longino, 1990)
and neo-Marxist (e g , Lewontin, 1991) critiques of current
science are rooted in approaches, with c/s strategtes linked to
values such that O, gams only a subordmate place As such they
are thoroughly intelligible and do not require either the
imposition of value upon fact, or the condusion that Impartictlay
is false
27 It is not obvious that the cntena must be the same regardless
of the els strategy adopted My suggestion is that the cv
(whatever hst of them is settled upon) always constaute these
cntena This is because they are grounded rn 0, rather than the
specrac objectives of particular approaches 0 1 , 02 , etc But a
particular cv may be interpreted differently in the context of
different approaches "Empincal adequacy", e g, has no precise
meamng outsale the context of a particular c/s strategy, and
"explanatorv power" under 0 1 will be interpreted provide
explanations (in terms of generability from underlymg structure,
process and law) of phenomena m a wide range of domams, and
under 02 account fully for ali the aspects of the phenomena of
interest, especially as they impinge on one's priontized values
(For the distinction between "wide rangmg" and "full"
explanation, see Lacey, 1986, 1990, 1996a) This matter needs
more analysis and discussion
28 ff, given the state of investiganon, the cv do not suffice to
make a choice, no theory may properly be accepted, and the
matter must remam open to further investigation If, m actual
fact, a theory is accepted under these arcumstances, a value has
(improperly) played a role alongside the cv in makmg the
judgment of acceptance (Longmo 1990) and (Nelson CsT_ Nelson
1995) provide examples of such judgments Cf Note 4
29 1 also take it as a reason, ceteris paribus, to adopt a strategy, Si,
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rather than another, S2 , that there are compelling arguments that
the possibilmes that can be identified under S, include any that
can be identified under S2 , or that those identified under S2
represent linuting cases of those identified under SI

O'Hear has critiazed other views that hnk the objectives of
approaches to science with social values "We cannot assume
m our saentific work one version of a speafic value and then
expect that nature is obligingly going to fit it" (O'Hear, 1989,
p 228) My account is not open to this criticism I thmk that
only views that grant a role to values alongside the cv are


